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Milestones achieved since start of the project

- 1. 82% of the population covered with an institutional net
- 2. Reduction of mortality
Spain

What were main challenges? And major successes?

1. Three regions of Spain still without global coverage working on
2. National registry will start soon
3. Release the National Plan from the national Health Office

1. Speaking with them
2. Will star soon
3. Already done, where we had an important role writing the doc
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What is left to be completed for the objectives to be fully reached?

The program in Canarias, Extremadura and Andalucía
Spain
Objectives for the next 3 years

1. National Registry

2. Starting the program in those regions (Canarias, Extremadura and Andalucía)
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What are the next key activities for the next 6 months?

Decision of the Society who will be involved in the Project
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If the national project is officially finished: the country will further support the initiative e.g. by providing data (mode to be discussed)?

We can give all data we have whenever we have new. As Spain has a peculiar political situation, it is difficult to achieve a national global program EMI